2020

"I always thank my God for you because of his grace ..." – 1 Corinthians 1:4

A record year of strategic generosity
CONTRIBUTIONS TO NCF

$2 billion

36%

OVER 2019

Despite 2020's challenges, givers at NCF stepped
up once again: giving prayerfully and strategically,
leveraging complex assets in creative ways, and taking
advantage of special tax-savings opportunities.
GIFT $ BY TYPE
Securities

Cash

Complex
assets

Securities: $504 million
Complex assets: $490 million
Cash: $1.038 billion

183

complex
asset gifts
business
interests,
real estate,
and more

$994 million
non-cash gifts ( 41%)

86,114 gifts

GRANTS TO CHARITIES

$1.33 billion

8%

OVER 2019

Givers at NCF mobilized grants to share the love of
Christ and respond to unique needs from causes such as
COVID-19, social justice, wildfires, and much more. They also
launched recurring grant schedules for long-term impact.

28,453
charities

received funding
( 7%)

67%

grant rate
Industry-leading
money mobilization
($1.33B grants/$2B gifts)

2,514
new Giving Funds
opened ( 5%)

274,060
grants to
charities
( 14%)

• Churches
• Ministries
• Other nonprofits

to NCF charitable
funds ( 13%)
Adopted together
A brother and sister
celebrate life and a new
Christian home with their
forever family. Givers at NCF
mobilized $36 million for
adoption and orphan care.
(Photo: Adele Payman)

Learn more at ncfgiving.com
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All numbers are pre-audit estimates, and
% increases are comparisons to 2019.

A like-minded
ministry you
can trust
For almost 40 years, our team at the National
Christian Foundation (NCF) has come alongside
generous families and individuals, and their advisors,
to help them to send more than $13 billion in giverrecommended grants to 63,000 churches, Christian
ministries, and other charities.
Comprised of some of the brightest, most passionate
experts in charitable giving today, NCF helps people
create a well-planned, intentional strategy for their
giving so they can inspire their family, maximize
resources, and leave a lasting legacy.
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billion

our founding year

in gifts from givers

63,000+

$4

charities supported

value from 2,600+
complex gifts received

billion

$13+

billion

in grants to charities

300

team members
nationwide

From the simplicity of the Giving Fund (donor-advised fund)
to the multiplying power of non-cash giving, our creative
solutions can help you experience less paperwork, fewer
taxes, more joy, more impact for your favorite causes,
and ultimately ... more glory to God.

Learn more at ncfgiving.com

